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V. RESTORING EMPLOYEE CONFIDENCE IN TVA NUCLEAR MANAGEMENT 

A. Introduction 

The NRC and some members of Congress have received expressions 

of concern from TVA employees regarding the quality of TVA's 

nuclear activities and expressions of fear that TVA would take 

reprisals against them if they expressed their quality concerns 

directly to TVA management. Additionally, TVA has received 

many employee concerns through its own system. These employee 

concerns indicate that many TVA employees have lost confidence 

in TVA's nuclear management and its ability to ensure that 

TVA's nuclear activities are properly conducted.  

TVA has and is taking several steps to remedy this problem. As 

discussed above. TVA has installed a new nuclear management 

workforce to provide leadership and direction for TVJA's nuclear 

program. Furthermore, as is discussed in the following 

sections. TVA has and Is improving its nuclear management 

systems and is also taking steps to improve various 

programmatic elements of its nuclear program. After these 

actions have had an opportunity to be effective, they should 

contribute greatly to a restoration of employee confidence In 

TVA's nuclear management.
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Additionally, TVA has taken (or plans to take] several steps 

which are directly Intended to restore erdloyee trust in TVA 

nuclear management and to Instill an atm~sphere which is 

conducive to quality. In qeniral, these steps consist of (I) 

establishing a system in which employees can express their 

concerns regarding quality or safety to TVA's nuclear 

management without fear of reprisal and with assurance that 

their concerns will be fully addressed. and (2) establishing ai 

policy which promotes quality, ensuring that TVA's employees 

are aware of this policy, and taking disciplinary action 

against those who act contrar:i to this policy. Each of these 

is discussýý below.  

B. Establishing A System To Receive Employee Concerns 

In 1985, TVA established the Special Program at Watts Bar for 

resolving employee concerns. This program was to identify, 

investigate, and resolve concerns related to the construction 

of the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Given the large number of 

concerns received from this special program. TVA has also 

established a TVA Office of Nuclear Power Employee Concern 

Program for all of its nuclear activities. Each of these 

programs is. described below.
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1. Special Program at Watts Bar for Resolving Employee Concerns 

In 1985, TVA augmented its existing employee concern 

program with the Employee Concern Special Program (ECSP) 

designed to elicit any employee concerns related to 

construction of Watts Bar. This program consisted of 

hiring an independent contractor, Quality Technology 

Company (QTC). to interview all TVA employees associated 

with Watts Bar and establishing a hot line to receive 

concerns from other T/A employees. Measures were taken to 

protect the confidentiality of employees who expressed 

concerns. Responsibility for conducting or overseeing 

investigation of the substance of safety concerns was in 

the Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) which, at that time.  

reported to the General Manager and Board of Directors.  

The NSRS role has been restructured and investigations of 

employee concerns are now continuing under the direction of 

the Watts Bar Employee Concern Task Group (ECTG).  

Following completion of the initial interview process, the 

OTC contract first was extended and then reduced in scope 

when TVA determined that a more effective process for 

resolving concerns was needed. OTC has been required to 

retain and store the original OTC files but has turned over 

copies of those files to the NRC. QTC and the NRC are also 

ensuring continued confidentiality of employee concerns.
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In order to identify safety-related issues to TVA without 

breaching confidentiality agreements, the NRC is examining 

each QTC file and deleting information from the QTC file 

documents which could reveal the identity of a confidential 

source. Once a QTC record had been screened Ind sanitized 

by the NRC, the sanitized record was provided to the TVA 

Inspector General (IG) for a second screening to assure 

confidentiality is maintained. Once the TVA IG screening 

was complete, the safety-related issues raised by a 

concerned individual were transmitted to the ECTG for 

evaluation and resolution.  

As a result of the Special Program, employee concerns 

regarding TVA's nuclear plants and corporate offices have 

been identified. Most of these concerns have already been 

investigated. The next phase of the Special Program is the 

resolution of identified concerns.  

a. Resolution of Concerns 

Although most of the concerns related to Watts Bar remain 

to be resolved, TVA has evaluated the resolution process 

(in luding NRC comments resulting from its inspection of 

the program) to determine whether any improvements could bh' 

made. As a result, TVA has refined its program to
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emphasize: (1) in-depth review of concerns, (2) more rapid 

resolution of issues, (3) development of generic treatment 

of issues, (4) identification of trends and root causes, 

(5) increased efficiency, (6) improved management control, 

and (7) more effective closeout. The improvements which 

have been made in this area are discussed below.  

TVA is reviewing concerns individually or collectively as 

appropriate to determine an appropriate resolution for each 

concern~. In addition, in order to provide for evaluation 

of related concerns and determine whether a generic concern 

exists, TVA has divided all concerns into ti.a following 

nine categories: Quality Assurance (QA)/Quality Control 

(QC); Material Control; Management and Personnel issues; 

Intimidation, Harassment, and Misconduct; Operations; 

Welding; Construction; Industrial Safety; and Engineering.  

The Inspector General will investigate concerns that 

involve intimidation, harassment, misconduct, and 

wrongdoing. Each of the remaining eight categories of' 

concerns has been assigned to a review group of senior TVA 

and/or contractor personnel for further evaluation. In 

general, the review groups perform the following functions:
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* As appropriate, the review groups divide the concerns 

into subcategories and establish an approach and 

schedule for reviewing the concerns In each subcategory.  

* The review groups will then review each category or 

subcategory of :oncerns, determine whether any generic 

condition exists, and evaluate the significance of any 

such condition. The review groups will also determine 

whether any concerns or group of concerns represent a 

condition which might be reportable to NRC pursuant to 

10 CFR 50.55(e), 10 CFR 50.72, 10 CFR 50.73, or 10 CFR 

Part 21. Such conditions will be appropriately 

documented, referred to the responsible TVA department 

for further evaluation and reporting if necessary.  

* After the review group identifies a generic condition, 

the appropriate site department will perform a root 

cause analysis of each such condition and will require 

TVA line management to evaluate the condition and 

recommend action to remedy the root cause of the 

condition. The review group will then determine 

whether or not the corrective action is acceptable. If 

the review group and line management cannot agree as to 

the corrective action, tneir differences will be 

documented and escalated to the Manager of Nuclear
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Power for resolution. The responsible TVA nuclear 

departments will then Implement the corrective actions.  

0 The review groups will prepare a report which will form 

the basis for closing the specific concerns in each 

category. The closeout reports will include a section 

outlining TVA's planned actions to resolve the 

concerns.  

Additionally, the Office of General Counsel or the 

Inspector General will investigate and report 

separately on cases involvirg wrongdoing, misconduct.  

intimidation or harassment.  

Final plans 'have not yet been made for the 

dissemination of various reports under the Employee 

Concern Program.  

TVA has also established a Senior Review Panel to 

review the categorization of the concerns, the root 

cause analyses, the proposed corrective actions, and 

the closeout reports to assure that these activities 

are adequately performed. The Senior Review Panel is 

comprised of nuclear industry experts from outside of 

TVA who will report to the Manager of Nuclear Power.
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b. Reporting ~,f Results 

TVA plans to make the results of the Watts Bar Employee 

Concern Special Program (WBECSP) available to all 

present TVA nuclear employees. Present plans call for 

one summvary report and eight category reports. The 

Office of General Counsel or the Inspector General will 

investigate and report separately on cases involv'ng 

wrongdoing, misconduct, intimidation or harassment.  

The summary report will be available on request to 

interested parties as well as to former TVA nuclear 

employees who left the nuclear program between 

March 31, 1985, and tlý. date that the report is issued.  

rhrough this Special Program, TVA has taken steps to 

ensure that employee concerns related to construction 

of Watts Bar will be evaluated and that any conditions 

adverse to quality identified as a result of these 

concerns will be corrected. As part of the evaluation, 

TVA will review the concerns to determine whether any 

generic problems exist and will perform a root caus'

analysis for the purpose of developing action to 

preclude recurrence of the problems.
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2. TVA's Office of Nuclear Power Employee Concern Program 

TVA has received numerous employee concerns through the 

Special Program at Watts Bar. As a result, TVA has 

established an Employee Concern Program for its entire 

Office of Nucle,! Power.  

TVA has a policy which encourages each employee to report 

any concern he may have to his supervisor and up through 

line management if necessary. Line management has 

responsibility for the quality and safety of activities 

under its control and for the resolution of any problems 

which may arise in those activities. Accordingly, if the 

managers are to function effectively, they should be aware 

of empluyee ~oncerns regarding the quality of the 

activities for which they are responsible. TVA also has a 

policy which prohibits intimidation, harassment, or 

reprisal against employees who raise concerns.  

Nevertheless, TVA realizes that, for a variety of reasons, 

some employees may be reluctant to report their concerns to 

supervisors and line management. This will be especially 

true until employee confidence in TVA's nuclear management 

is restored. Consequently, TVA is providing alternative 

means for employees to express their concerns.
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TVA has established a new Employee Concern Program to 

receive and evaluate employee concerns regarding any of its 

nuclear activities. This program tikes advantage of the 

lessons learned from the Special Program at Watts Bar and 

reflects the long-term needs of TVA. The Employee Concern 

Program as described in TVA's May 2, 1986 submittal to the 

NRC (Ref. 4) is summarized below.  

a. The new Employee Concern Program is headed by an 

Employee Concern Program Manager , who reports directly 

to the Manager of Nuclear Power. The Employee Concern 

Manager has full-time Site Representatives reporting to 

him from each nuclear site and major corporate nuclear 

location. Each location will utilize standard 

procedures, documentation, and recordkeeping, and will 

contribute to a common data base of information 

regarding employee concerns.  

b. The Site Representatives aire responsible for receiving 

and investigating employee concerns, ensuring 

resolution of the concerns, providing feedback to the 

employees who express concerns, and documenting this 

process. Employees can express concerns to the Site 

Representatives thr*ough several different means. This 

includes mail-in forms, telephone calls, walk-in
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interviews, and mandatory exit interviews for 

transferring or terminating employees. Any employee 

who expresses a concern may request that his identity 

be kept confidential. A special orientation program 

for all employees has been completed to inform them of 

how the program works.  

The Site Representatives will periodically determine 

employee understanding of and satisfaction with the 

Employee Concern Program through several means, 

including interviews and ques-Lionnaires. Additionally, 

information regarding individual employee concerns will 

be input into a computerized data base, and evaluations 

will be performed to identify any trends and the 

collective significance of the concerns. to identify 

the root causes of any adverse trends, and to develop 

appropriate corrective action.  

c. Unlike the Special Program established for Watts Bar, 

the new Employee Concern Program will not utilize an 

independent contractor such as QTC, but instead will 

rely upon a system which reports to TVA's nuclear line 

management. This arrangement has several advantages.  

First, it unifies the responsibility for receipt, 

investigation, and resolution of the concerns in one
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group, thereby allowing for more timely and effective 

corrective action. Second, it ensures that the 

organization which is responsible for the quality and 

safety of its activities is also responsible for 

ensuring that the quality concerns of its employpos are 

identified and resolved. Finally, by having the 

Employee Concern Manager report directly to the Manager 

of Nuclear Power, it provides employees with a means 

for reporting their concerns to a high-level within 

TVA's nuclear organization if, for any reason, the 

employees do not believe that their supervisors would 

properly respond to expressions of concern.  

d. In addition t:) TVA's Employee Concern Program, TVA's 

new Inspector General operates a telephone hot line and 

has other means to receive allegations and concerns.  

Since the Inspector General reports directly to TVA's 

Board of Directors, TVA employees have a method of 

expressing concerns which are separate from the Office 

of Nuclear Power. Additionally, the Inspector General 

investigates those employee concerns that the Office of 

Nuclear Power has determined involve intimidation or 

harassment and appropriate misconduct concerns.  

Employees are also free to go directly to the Board or 

outside TVA and express any concerns to the NRC and 

other governmental bodies.
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e. In sum, TVA encourages employees to express their 

concerns so that prompt and effective corrective action 

can be taken. In particular, by establishing the 

Employee Concern Program, TVA has provided a means by 

which employees can present concerns in confidentiality 

to a high level of nuclear management, while ensuring 

that line management has sufficient authority to obtain 

resolution of and corrective action for the concerns.  

TVA has confidence that this Program will help restore 

employee trust in TVA's nuclear management.  

C. Instilling an Atmosphere Conducive to Quality and Safety 

For many years, TVA has had an official policy which encourages 

employees to express differing views, with special emphasis on 

encouraging views associated with the safety of design, 

construction, and operation of TVA's nuclear plants (see 

Appendix 6). TVA's Board of Directors reiterated this policy 

in a policy statement issued in April of 1985 to all TVA 

employees. Specifically, the Board stated that: 

The TVA Board members, individually and collectively, have 
a personal, as well as a corporate, commitment to the 
'11n*,ction of public health and operation of TVA nuclear 

facilities. Each employee involved -in our nuclear effort 
has a responsibility for the proper and safe execution of 
all TVA job functions. In addition, as a matter of policy, 
TVA actively solicits comments from all employees about
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matters that may have safety implications. You should be 
aware of the ways to share your views about safety with TVA 
management and the NRC. We want to assure you that you are 
encouraged to come forward and that there will be no 
retaliation if you report something which you believe is 
not right. It Is only through your help that we can 
maintain the "safety-first" standards of TVA.  

TVA continues to support this policy, and it believes that the 

themes expressed in this policy statement are essential to the 

safety of TVA's nuclear program.  

Given the large number of employee concerns expressed outside 

the normal chain of management (especially expressions of fear 

of reprisals for raising concerns related to quality), it is 

apparent that the Board's policy has not always been taken to 

heart by every TVA nuclear manager and supervisor. In 

response, TVA is taking action to ensure that (1) safety and 

quality are the paramount consideration of every TVA employee, 

(2) that each Individual takes responsibility for the quality 

and safety of the activities performed by him or under his 

direction or review, and (3) that employees are not intimidated 

from or harassed for expressing concerns.  

First, TVA is taking steps to ensure that its employees 

understand TVA's commitment to this policy. The new Manager of 

Nuclear Power, Mr. White, has met anu will continue to meet 

with TVA's nuclear managers and employees to impress upon them
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that safety and quality are of paramount importance and that 

each individual will be held responsible for the quality of his 

work. In particular, Mr. White has clearly stated that he will 

not tolerate intimidation or harassment of any kind. TVA's 

nuclear managers have been instructed to reinforce this policy 

in meetings with their staff.  

Second, TVA's policy will be strictly enforced. Any individual 

who engages in intimidation or harassment of any kind will be 

subject to swift and appropriate disciplinary action to the 

full extent permitted by law. Additionally, each individual 

will be held accountable for the quality of his work and of the 

work of those whom he supervises, and TVA will take appropriate 

action with respect to those individuals whose work quality 

does not conform with applicable standards.  

In sum, TVA has a policy which promotes quality and safety, and 

it has taken steps to ensure that this policy is understood by 

TVA employees and is strictly enforced. Together with the 

other improvements which TVA is implementing, these steps will 

help restore the confidence of employees in TVA's nuclear 

management.
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V1. IMPROVEMENTS IN TVA'S NUCLEAR MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMS 

A. Introduction 

As discussed above, the primary cause of the problems in TVA's 

nuclear program was a lack of a sufficient number of 

experienced nuclear managers who could provide the necessary 

leadership and direction of TVA's nuclear activities. TVA has 

established a new nuclear management wc'rkforce to cure this 

problem.  

Another cause of the problems in TVA's nuclear program (which 

is related to and derives from TVA's lack of a sufficient 

number of experienced nuclear managers) relates to TVA's 

nuclear management systems and programs. This section of the 

report identifies the problems in TVA's nuclear management 

systems and programs, and it discusses the steps which TVA has 

taken and will take to correct those problems and improve TVA's 

nuclear management.  

B. Increasing Upper Management Awareness of Nuclear Activities 

Some of the problems in TVA's nuclear program have been 

recurring or have persisted for a significant period of time
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wit~hout effective corrective action being taken. To a large 

extent, this situation was attributable to a lack of management 

awareness of the problems and a lack of management involvement 

in formulating corrective action. In order to provide 

assurance that TVA's management will be aware of significant 

problems and involved in their resolution, TVA is taking the 

steps discussed below.  

1.Briefings and Reports for the Board of Directors 

The TVA Board of Directors is being kept informed of 

developments and problems in TVA's nuclear program through 

a number of independent sources. First and primarily, the 

Board is kept informed through the Manager of Nuclear 

Power's direct reporting relationship with the Board.  

Second, the Board is kept informed through TVA's new 

Inspector General. Also, TVA has arranged for The 

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) to conduct an 

annual corporate evaluation of its program. The Board will 

be directly involved in receiving INPO's findings. Each of 

these sources is discussed below.
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a. The Manager of Nuclear Power has the responsibility to 

keep the TVA Board of Directors informed of the 

performance of TVA's nuclear plants. This Is 

accomplished through various types of briefings of the 

Board, including the following: 

The TVA Board and General Manager are now receiving 

detailed monthly performance briefings frcm the 

Manager of Nuclear Power or his designee on 

progress toward specified goals and objectives for 

the nuclear poger program. Potentially significant 

nuclear safety issues &re h'ghlighted in thiese 

briefings. Special attention also Is givei t,.  

programmatic Issues such as current employee 

concerns and quality assurance issues noted by NRC.  

In addition to the briefings described above, 

4r. Whits typically has had and expects to have 

informal conversations with one or more members of 

the Board several times per week.. These 

conversations represent a significant means for 

informing Board members of developments in TVA's 

nuclear program.
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16 The Manager of Nuclear Power informs the Board of 

nuclear plant events and other nuclear developments 

warranting its attention as they occur.  

In sum, these briefings assure that TVA's Board of 

Directors is provided with sufficient information to 

enable the Board to take whatever action may be 

necessa to correct any problems which may arise in 

TVA's nuclear program.  

b. The TVA Board has also established an Office of 

Inspector General, which is independent of the 

remainder of TVA's organization and which reports 

directly to the Board of Directors. The plan approved 

by the Board of Directors for the creation, structure, 

authority, and function of the Office of Inspector 

Ger'eral is provided in Appendix 5A.  

The duties and responsibilities of the Inspector 

General as approved by the TVA Board are set forth in 

Appendix 5B.  

The TVA Office of the Inspector General COIG) is a 

unique organization within TVA with special 

responsibilities and functions. The TVA Inspector
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General is responsible for conducting and supervising 

audits and investigations of all TVA activities, 

providing leadership in promoting efficiency and 

effectiveness within TVA, detecting and preventing 

waste, fraud, and abuse, and informing the Board of 

Directors and Congress of problems and necessary 

corrective actions.  

The office consolidates TVA's audit and investigative 

functions under a single official, free from any undue 

influence or constraints.  

The GIG's functions and responsibilities help promote 

employee confidence in the management of the TVA 

nuclear program by serving as a "safety valve" for 

managers and workers. Any employee may bring his or 

her concerns directly to the Inspector General, where 

allegations of violations of law or regulation, waste, 

fraud, abuse, harassment, or other misconduct will be 

investigated and resolved by persons independent of TVA 

line management.  

Employees may also express their views through the 

Office of Nuclear Power's employee concerns program, 

but if they are dissatisfied with the results of that 

process, they can go to the GIG.
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Any employee concerns or complaints that relate to 

violations of laws or regulations, waste, fraud, abuse, 

harassment or other misconduct and which are made or 

referred to the OIG are investigated Independently and 

the results of the investigation provided to the ONP.  

In those cases which require corrective action, 

timeframes are established by the Inspector General 

within which to make necessary corrections. Failure to 

make necessary corrections In a timely manner t.  

reported to the Board and to Congress through the 

Inspector General's semiannual report and other means.  

With respect to employee concerns, the OIG's activities 

contribute to a workplace environment in which TVA 

employees are free to express their views without fear 

of harassment or intimidation. The OIG will 

investigate and report on acts of reprisal, harassment, 

or intimidation; and nuclear program managers or 

employees who have committed such prohibited activities 

will be subject to disciplinary measures, up to and 

Including termination. The OIG also audits the 

effectiveness of ONP's employee concerns program, and 

thus ensures that employee concerns are handled 

effectively by ONP.
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Finally, as OIG addresses various individual 

allegations and complaints and audits ONP's employee 

concerns program, it endeavors to identify trends, 

generic problems and systemic deficiencies, including 

past management shortcomings, that are contributing to 

TVA's present difficulties.  

TVA has hired Norman A. Zigrossi as the Inspector 

General. Before being hired as the Inspector General, 

Mr. Zigrossi was a special agent in charge of the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation's field office in 

Washington, D.C. Mr. Zigrossi is well qualified to act 

as TVA's Inspector General.  

c. In addition to the previous measures, TVA has arranged 

for INPO to conduct an annual corporate evaluation of 

its nuclear program until it is clear that the actions 

taken to strengthen our management and improve TVA's 

nuclear performance are being sustained. INPO has 

agreed to do this. The Board will be directly involved 

in receiving INPO's findings.  

d. Finally, TVA has strengthened the structure and 

organization of the already existent Nuclear Safety
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Review Boards (NSRBs) by adding 14 outside experts as 

consultants. A list of these individuals is provided 

as Table 3 in the back of section VI. Although these 

Boards report to the Manager of Nuclear Power. all 

minutes of their meetings and their reports are 

provided to the Board of Directors.  

2. Briefings and Reports for the Manager of Nuclear Power 

The Manager of Nuclear Power will be kept informed of 

developments and problems in TVA's nuclear program through 

a number of primary mechanisms: 

a. As the manager with responsibility for the day-to-day 

management of TVA's overall nuclear program, the 

Manager of Nuclear Power is in frequent contact with 

his staff and line managers and therefore routinely 

learns of any significant developments and problems in 

the program.  

In this regard, it may be noted that Mr. White, the 

Manager of Nuclear Power, has a practice of 

periodically observing the activities being performed 

by personnel throughout his organization and of talking 

with these individuals to elicit concerns, comments, 

suggestions, and other information from them. As a
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result, Mr. White has an informal source of information 

regarding the nuclear program which is independent of 

his line managers and staff.  

b. The Manager of Nuclear Power has assigned an individual 

from nuclear headquarters to each of TVA's nuclear 

plants. These individuals monitor activities at the 

plants and provide independent reports to the Manager 

of Nuclear Power regarding these activities.  

c. The Manager of Nuclear Power holds regular meetings 

with his staff and line nanagers and receives regular 

reports from them identifying any significant 

developments or problems. Policies and directives are 

being developed which will cover these meetings and 

reports.  

d. The Nuclear Manager's Review Group (NMRG) has been 

established and reports to the Manager of Nuclear 

Power. The NMRG performs investigations and reviews of 

suspected or known problem areas throughout the nuclear 

program for the Manager of Nuclear Power. NMRG reports 

are provided directly to the Manager of Nuclear Power, 

and the Director, NMRG, often briefs him on the 

progress and results of NMRG efforts.
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Since its formation from the former Nuclear Safety 

Review Staff (NSRS) in April 1986, the NMRG has been 

recorganized and restaff(d to substantially increase 

the operational plant k-Aowledge and experience that can 

be brought to bear on assessment of problem areas. The 

NMRG has completed a major review of maintenance 

practices at Watts Bar, Sequoyah, and Browns Ferry 

Nuclear Plants, and another major review of the 

effectiveness of corrective action efforts within ONP.  

The group has also performed an in-depth review of two 

events at Sequoyah in which water was spilled from the 

reactor coolant system while it was open for steam 

generator repair work.  

e. Finally, the Manager of Nuclear Power receives reports 

from the Nuclear Safety Review Boards (NSRBs) which 

conduct independent reviews of TVA's nuclear 

safety-related operating activities, programs, and 

events. The NSRBs have been enhanced by the addition 

of 14 outside consultants.  

3. Conclusions 

In order to enable upper management to provide timely and 

effective corrective action for significant problems in
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TVA's nuclear program, TVA has taken several steps to keep 

upper management Informed of problems as they develop.  

Most importantly. consolidation of TVA's nuclear 

organization has and will continue to facilitate the flow 

of Information up to TVA's senior management, and the 

hiring of additional experienced nuclear managers will 

provide TVA with the managerial resources to develop timely 

and effective corrective action for nuclear activities. To 

provide further assurance that TVA's Board of Directors is 

adequately informed of any significant problems which may 

develop, it 'receives regular briefings and reports from 

different sources (Manager of Nuclear Power, Inspector 

General, INPO annual corporate evaluations, and the 

NSR~s). Similarly, the Manager of Nuclear Power remains 

aware of developments in TVA's nuclear power program 

through his day-to-day management of the program, regular 

meetings and reports from his staff and line managers, 

sources outside of line management and his staff, and 

through reports from the NSRB.  

C. Improving Management Systems and Controls 

Some of the problems in TVA's nuclear program involved 

insufficient programs and procedures, a lack of prior planning 

and integration of nuclear activities, and a failure to satisfy 

prior commitments. Each of these indicates a weakness in the
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management systems and controls being utilized in support of 

TVA's nuclear program. The sections below describe the steps 

which TVA is taking to improve its nuclear management systems 

and controls.  

1. Imnprovements in Programs and Procedures 

As is discussed above, TVA's nuclear organization was not 

centralized until recently, and TVA's nuclear plants 

utilized programs and procedures which at times were 

different from those being used at the other plants. As a 

result, each of TVA's plants was not able to take full 

advantage of the lessons learned at the other plants or in 

the nuclear industry at large, nor was TVA able to receive 

the maximum benefit from its resources.  

By consolidating its nuclear organization and assigning 

various headquarters departments responsibility for the 

technical adequacy of functional areas, TVA is able to 

utilize its available resources more fully to develop 

programs applicable to all of TVA's nuclear plants.  

Furthermore, by utilizing a central nuclear organization, 

TVA is able to monitor developments at each of its nuclear 

plants and the industry as a whole in order to determine 

whether any changes are warranted in the manner in which 

TVA's nuclear activities are conducted.
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a. Nuclear Procedures Systems 

TVA is developing a new system of ONP Policies, 

Directives, Standards, Procedures and Instructions to 

govern its nuclear activities, including activities at 

its nuclear plants. To manage this effort, TVA has 

established a Nuclear Procedures Branch (NPB), the 

manager of which reports to the Director of the 

Division of Nuclear Services. The NPB is responsible 

for managing the restructuring of the ONP procedures 

system and has been given adequate resources for 

accomplishing this effort. As discussed below, the 

actual development of the procedures will be performed 

on both a short-term and long-term basis.  

1) In the short-term, TVA will prepare Standards for 

developing directives and procedures for each of 

the headquarters departments and sites and will 

assure that those corporate-level nuclear 

procedures required to control corporate level 

activities which support the safe operation of each 

nuclear plant are in place. Also in the short 

term, the existing nuclear procedures at each site 

will be revised to correct documented deficiencies, 

reflect the new organization and reflect installed
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plant modifications. Whenever possible, the above 

procedures will be based upon those provisions of 

existing procedures which provide effective coitrol 

of the activities In question. The end result will 

be approved procedures required for the startup.  

operation and support of the respective nuclear 

plant.  

2) In the long-term, TVA is developing an Integrated 

Nuclear Procedures System to aid the administration 

of the ONP activities. The restructured ONIP 

procedure hierarchy will consist of five (5) levels 

of documentation designated as Policies.  

Directives, Standards, Procedures. and 

Instructions. The ONP Policies, Directives. and 

Standards are upper-tier documents which establish 

ONP management position and interface 

responsibilities. authorities, and uniform methods 

for implementing requirements. The O?4P policies 

have been established in the Policy and 

Organization Manual. The lower-tier Procedures and 

Instructions will represent a detailed extension of 

the upper-tier documents by delineating the 

responsibilities, authorities, requirements and 

actions to be accomplished at the user level.
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b. Programmatic Controls 

The establishment of this procedure system ensures ONP 

centralized control, technical uniformity, and 

continuity for the manner in which all corporate and 

site departments interface. ONP Policies and 

Directives will be approved by the Manager of Nuclear 

Power. ONP Standards will be issued to govern 

activities to be performed by two or more 

organizational components where a uniform result is 

required. The Director to whom responsibility is 

assigned approves and issues the C';P Standard after 

obtaining concurrences from those Directors affected by 

the stipulated requirements. All ONP Directives and 

Standards which establish and implement the Nuclear 

Quality Assurance Program will either be approved or 

concurred with by the Director of Nuclear Quality 

Assurance. The site procedures and instructions will 

be governed by ONP Policies, Directives. and 

Standards. The long-term program to upgrade operating 

plant procedures is based on the establishment of a 

management sytem which will ensLre that commitments 

and requirements are systematically identified and 

Incorporated !n the appropriate procedures. A 

procedure trackblag system will monitor the status
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(i.e. development, review, approval) of each level of 

documentation within the Nuclear Procedures System.  

Transition to the new Nuclear Procedures System will be 

accomplished In a planned and orderly manner.  

c. Resources for Implementation 

ihe Nuclear Procedures Branch (NPB) has the 

responsibility and authority to monitor and coordinate 

the development of ONP Policies, Directives and 

Standards as well as to upgrade ONP Procedures and 

Instructions for each site. The NPB will ensure that 

site Procedures and Instructions represent appropriate 

extensions of the requirements and responsibilities for 

functions specified in the upper-tier ONP Pclicies, 

Directives, and Standards. This will be accomplished by 

the issuance of ONP Standards which will require that 

commitments and requirements be systematically 

identified and incorporated in the site Procedures and 

Instructions. To facilitate this process controlled 

information systems are being developed.  

The NPB includes a dedicated staff at corporate 

headquarters with counterparts at the sites. The NPB 

is staffed with technical as well as administrative
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personnel under the direction of the Chief, Nuclear 

Procedures Branch. The NPB will sujpport the line 

organizations in developing the nucleAr procedures 

system by providing guidance, coordinating the review 

and approval process, scheduling, tracking, editing, 

verifying, and human factoring of procedures. This 

charter for the NPB will exist throughout the 

short-term upgrade effort as well as on a permanent 

basis.  

d. Conclusion 

As a result of the foregoing improvements, ONP will 

ultimately have a set of nuclear directives and 

procedures to control activities throughout the ONP 

headquarters and at each of its nuclear sites.  

2. Improvements in Planning and Integration of Nuclear 

Activities 

As discussed above, TVA did not have a consolidated n~uclear 

organization prior to 1985. Furthermore, TVA did not have 

a corporate-level nuclear office assigned the 

responsibility of planning, scheduling, and budgeting the 

activities of TVA's various nuclear departments. As a
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result, the efforts of TVA's nuclear departments were not 

always integrated or performed in a timely manner.  

TVA has taken steps to remedy this problem.  

a. As part of the consolidation of its nuclear 

organization, -VA has established the Planning and 

Financial staff. This staff provides the overall 

direction to nuclear sites and headquarters dipartments 

in the execution of planning. scheduling, and financial 

activities of TVA's nuclear activities. Areas where 

the central staff will improve upon existing practices 

include: 

* Development of a consistent approach to planning, 

scheduling, and budgeting throughout OMP. This 

approach will provide for enhanced work scope 

definition through a more structured process of 

estimating work activities, as well as integration 

of the efforts of all groups into common 

schedules. Scope definition and schedule 

integration efforts are currently underway at the 

nuclear sites.
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* Establishment of internal controls to ensure that 

the p'anning, scheduling, and fli~~ncial activities 

provide meaningful, accurate information to 

management.  

* Development of a process for performing analysis of 

schedule and budget information so that trends can 

be established and variances identified to 

management for corrective action where appropriate.  

* Creation of reports tailored to various levels of 

management, including summary level reports for the 

Manager, ONP.  

In addition to providing overall direction for planning 

and budgeting, the Planning and Financial Staff will 

conduct periodic assessments of nuclear sites and 

headquarters departments to verify that the implemen

tation and execution of planning, scheduling, and 

budgeting programs are effective and consistent with 

corporate policy and direction.  

b. Responsibility for developing and maintaining nuclear 

management information systems has been consolidat''4 

into the Division of Nuclear Services. The intent is
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to provide adequate central control to ensure 

coordination and compatibility as well as system 

integrity while, at the same time, permitting divisions 

to have a feasible level of autonomy in system 

operation.  

The Division of Nuclear Services will establish a 

system of data bases that can be utilized by the 

responsible ONP department, for example, the system as 

presently foreseen would have data bases for design 

control, configuration control, technical information, 

erection information, testing, maintenance, and 

operations support. The foundation of the design of 

the integrated data bases will be the concept of 

sharing computer-stored data among cooperating 

organizations. The design will be guided by the 

following principles: 

1) A given item of data, such as a letter received 

from the NRC or the status of a particular 

corrective action or a contract being awarded, will 

be recorded only once. This saves time by 

eliminating duplicate efforts and minimizes data 

entry costs.
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2) Master file data will be recorded and stored in a 

single location with approc,-iate backup. This 

eliminates duplicated files and the errors that 

occur when attempts are madcn to maintain the same 

data on several data bases. It also reduces the 

cost of storage and inconsistency that occurs in 

reports that are drawn from separate sources.  

Whether thL "single location" is a central computer 

or a node in a network of computers will depend on 

several considerations.  

3) Controlled access will be maintained to prevent 

unauthorized file changes while making da''

available to all with a "need to know." 

The Division of Nuclear Services will maintain the 

integrated nature of the information systems and of 

the data bases by controlling changes to the 

computer programs and the associated procedures, by 

controlling the implementation of additions and 

enhancements to the computer software, and by 

executing the computer code with appropriate 

backup, recovery, and security functions. The 

organizations that supply input data will be 

responsible for the authenticity, accuracy, and
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completeness of their inputs, and, in most cases, 

for the entry of that data into the systems. The 

nuclear management information systems will have 

interfaces to other TVA corporate systems such as 

Division of the Comptroller's new Accounting 

Information System.  

The integrated data bases that are part of the 

nuclear management information systems will be 

available to serve operations, engineering, 

construction, quality assurance, and corporate 

nuclear management. Use of such centralized 

systems with the appropriate security, management 

controls, availability, and reliability will help 

assure that nuclear management, at all levels, will 

have sufficient information about the activities of 

each nuclear department in TVA.  

c. In sum, TVA has established organizations responsible 

for managing a centralized nuclear information system 

and for planning, scheduling, and financial control of 

TVA's nuclear activities based upon input provided by 

responsible managers. These actions will provide 

assurance that TVA's nuclear activities will be 

adequately integrated and performed in a timely manner.
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3. Improvements in Commitment Tracking 

Over the years, each organization within the TVA nuclear 

program (including each of the nuclear plants) has tracked 

NRC commitments for which it was responsible using Its own 

managerial and system tracking capability. This resulted 

in a multitude of commitment tracking systems and no 

centralized system. Thus some commitmwnts were not 

adequately tracked and closed by TVA. TVA has taken steps 

to remedy this situation.  

TVA has created a Corporate Commitment Tracking System 

(CCTS) which is administered by the Director of Nuclear 

Safety and Licensing. The CCTS is an integrated data base 

for tracking all formal commitments made to NRC in order to 

assure that licensing commitments will be met.  

In order to maintain management control over commitments 

and ensure that commitments are documented and tracked, TVA 

is requiring that commitments be documented in formal 

correspondence to NRC or other reports required by 

regulation such as Licensee Event Reports (LERs). It is 

also intended that those verbal agreements made by 

authorized ONP managers in the course of day-to-day working 

relations with the NRC will be documented and tracked on
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CCTS where the agreement commits the TVA organization to a 

future action. A procedure will be written to identify the 

authorized ONP managers and provide methodology for 

handling these verbal agreements.  

Licensing personnel make the initial entry on the CCTS 

which identifies each commitment made to the NRC. When the 

action required to fulfill the commitment has been 

completed, a verification and completion form is sent to 

licensing, and the appropriate entry is made in the data 

base.  

The responsible TVA management personnel are kept advised 

of the status of the open CCTS items. The Director of 

Nuclear Safety and Licensing or a designee's approval is 

required to change a forecast response or completion date 

for re'iolving a commitment.  

Supervisors responsible for implementing commitments 

tracked in CCTS are also responsible for allocating 

resources and setting priorities to ensure that commitments 

are met on time or are revised (with appropriate 

aoprovals). When unexpected delays threaten completion of 

commitments on schedule, supervisors are required to inform 

the Director of Nuclear Safety and Licensing to permit
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timely notification of the NRC of the revised commitment 

dates.  

The organization which is responsible for implementing an 

action necessary to fulfill a commitment is required to 

maintain an up-to-date status of the commitment on the CCTS 

until the item is closed out. After completion, licensing 

personnel will close the item in CCTS upon receipt of 

documentation which verifies completion and thereby 

justifies closure. Licensing periodically issues a report 

to the Manager of Nuclear Power showing numbers of 

commitments made, completed, and closed by each 

organization. Included in each report is a specific 

comment on trends observed for each organization 

responsible for timely closure of commitments.  

The commitment tracking systems previously used by TVA's 

nuclear plants and various nuclear departments have been 

reviewed to ensure that CCTS includes all open/incomplete 

commitments made to NRC. The information in the tracking 

system which was previously used by licensing (which 

included commitments being tracked by corporate-level 

departments) was used as tne initial source of information 

for CCTS. The data in the commitment tracking systems used 

at each of TVA's nuclear plants are being reviewed to
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verify that CCTS completely identifies open or incomplete 

commitments. This review has been completed for the 

Sequoyah, Watts Bar, and Browns Ferry plants, and the CCTS 

is currently being used for tracking commitments applicable 

to these plants. A schedule for implementing the CCTS at 

Bellefonte is being established.  

With the CCTS fully operational, TVA's nuclear program will 

have a single commitment tracking system which will be used 

in all of TVA's nuclear departments and plants. This 

centralized system will help assure that TVA's commitments 

to the NRC will be implemented in a timely manner.  

4. Conclusions 

TVA has taken and will take steps to improve its nuclear 

management systems and controls by establishing a 

long-term program to develop an integrated Nuclear 

Procedures System to direct and/or control activities at 

TVA's nuclear plants; by centralizing responsibility for 

planning, scheduling, and financial control of nuclear 

activities; by establishing a central management nuclear 

information system; and by implementing a Corporate 

Commitment Tracking System. These actions help to assure 

that TVA's nuclear activities are controlled by
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corporate-level management, that the activities of each of 

TVA's nuclear departments are integrated, and that TVA 

satisfies its commitments to the NRC.  

D. Improving TVA's Nuclear Corrective Action Program 

Cu~ring recent years, there have been occasions when TVA has 

identified problems in its nuclear program but has not 

corrected those problems in a timely manner, or has not 

identified and corrected the root cause of the problems in 

order to preclude their recurrence, or has not evaluated a 

problem at one nuclear plant to determine whether the same 

problem is applicable at another nuclear plant. This situation 

indicates a weakness in TVA's nuclear corrective action program 

and the management of that program. As is discussed below, TVA 

is taking several steps to improve its programs and management 

in this area.  

I. Assuring Timely Corrective Action 

In the past, TVA has not always taken timely action to 

resolve conditions adverse to quality (CAQ) in its nuclear 

activities, such as nonconforming items, noncompliances 

with procedural or other requirements, and audit findings.  

TVA has reviewed its various nuclear programs to ensure
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that they contain adequate provisions for timely resolution 

of conditions adverse to quality and is implementing a 

centralized system to track CAQs in its nuclear activities.  

TVA's Nuclear Quality Assurance program defines quality 

issues which must be tracked as CAQs. The Tracking and 

Reporting of Open Items (TROI) Computer System has been 

selected as the single corporate system for tracking such 

CAQs. This tracking system identifies the condition, the 

significance of the condition, the group responsible for 

determining a resolution for the condition, the group 

responsible for implementing the resolution, a deadline for 

implementing the resolution, and whether or not the 

condition has been closed. The deadlines will be based 

upon the significance of the CAQ and failure to satisfy a 

deadline or extensions of the deadline will be flagged by 

the system to provide for increased management attention 

and involvement. Training of ONP personnel who use TROI, 

in the characteristics and requirements of the system was 

completed on May 5, 1986. The TROI data base is controlled 

and maintained by the Division of Nuclear Quality Assurance.
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The CAQ program has been implemented at Sequoyah and will 

be Implemented ONP-wide by March 30, 1987. This program 

has standard definitions of terms and conditions, uses 

standard forms for reporting, and provides for improved 

generic reviews of CAQs. TVA recognizes that since the new 

CAQ program is an ambitious effort to coalesce many 

programatic activities it will need to be revised and 

updated to reflect experience.  

A single computer program has been selected for trending of 

corrective action documents. The analysis of trend data 

supplied by the computer program will be the responsibility 

of line managers. Additionally, DNQA will identify QA 

trend indicators and perform a corporate-wide QA trend 

analysis to support its QA assessment responsibility on an 

ongoing basis. Corporate trend reports will be issued 

periodically to assist in identifying arep; where increased 

management attention is needed. Subsequent to loading of 

data, line mpnagers and DNQA will begin analyzing 

information to identify adverse trends.  

Implementation of the TROI system provides an effective 

mechanism to facilitate the correction of safety-related 

conditions adverse to quality in a timely manr-r and 

ensures that conditions which ara not resolvea in airE! y
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manner will be brought to management's attention.  

Additionally, TROI provides a mechanism for identifying the 

need to improve the timeliness of TVA's corrective actions 

for nuclear activities should that become necessary.  

2. Identification of the Root Cause of Problems.  

Some of the problems in TVA's nuclear activities have 

recurred, indicating a need for improvements in the 

identification of the root causes of the problems and in 

the development of remedial action to preclude recurrence 

of the problems. TVA Is in the process of reviewing its 

various nuclear programs to ensure that they contain 

appropriate provisions for identifying and addressing the 

root causes of problems. Although the details of these 

provisions have not yet been developed, guidelines for 

their development have been established. These guidelines 

are described below.  

As discussed in the previous section, CAQs in nuclear 

activities will be tracked and their significance will be 

assessed. TVA will take two steps to identify the root 

causes of these conditions. First, each significant CAQ 

will be individually analyzed to determine its root cause 

and to recommend action to remedy that cause. Second, each
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CAQ will be placed in various categories, such as the group 

responsible for causing the condition, the type of 

condition, the type of item or matter which is deficient, 

and the immediate cause of the condition. An analysis will 

be periodically performed to identify any adverse trends, 

and these trends will be evaluated to determine their root 

cause and to recommend action to remedy that cause. In 

both cases, management will be informed of any significant 

conditions adverse to quality and any adverse trends, their 

root causes, and the recommended action to remedy those 

causes. This will enable management to perform its own 

assessment and ensure that appropriate remedial action is 

implemented.  

Implementation of these guidelines will provide assurance 

that the root causes of significant conditions adverse to 

quality and adverse trends will be identified. TVA will 

then be in a position to develop corrective action which 

addresses these root causes in order to preclude recurrence 

of the adverse condition.  

3. Identification of Problems Applicable to More Than One Plant 

There have been instances when problems identified at 

various nuclear plants throughout the country have not been
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accounted for at TVA's plants and when problems identified 

at one of TVA's nuclear plants have not been accounted for 

at its other plants. TVA has taken action to address both 

of these concerns.  

Licensing personnel, under the direction of the Director of 

Nuclear Safety and Licensing, will be responsible for 

managing the TVA Nuclear Operating Experience Review 

program system for internally and externally identified 

problems or events. Under this system, significant 

problems or events identified at other nuclear plants by 

the NRC, INPO. NSSS vendors, and others, and significant 

problems (events) identified at TVA's nuclear plants will 

be made the subject of experience review reports.  

Operating experience information (internal and external to 

TVA) will be screened to determine applicability to TVA.  

If it is determined that the problem is applicable to TVA, 

then an analysis will be performed to develop corrective 

action recommendations or positions to be provided to 

sites, engineering, and training personnel to take 

immediate corrective action if necessary.  

A corporate nuclear operating experience data base is being 

developed to interface with all facets of the TVA nuclear
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organization. This data base will provide TVA-wide access 

and provide the necessary management tool to track all 

experience review items. A feedback mechanism has been 

established to ensure that the completed operating 

experience review recommendations are factored into the 

programs of operations, design, construction, and 

training.  

The enhanced Nuclear Operating Experience Review program 

will ensure that significant problems identified at other 

nuclear plants in the country and at one TVA nuclear plant 

will be evaluate( cor applicability to TVA's other plants.  

This system will Iso provide a means for developing 

remedial or preventive action for those problems which are 

determined to be applicable to TVA's nuclear plants.  

E. Proramma~tic- Improvements 

TVA is making improvements in various programmatic areas of its 

nuclear program. The improvements in each area are discussed 

in general below. Plant-specific improvements in TVA's nuclear 

program will be discussed in the Nuclear Performance Plans for 

each site.
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1. Improvements in Operations 

TVA has experienced problems associated with its nuclear 

operations and maintenance. Many of these problems 

involved inadequate procedures, failure to comply with 

procedures, weak operator training, and failure to identify 

the root causes of problems. As is discussed below, TVA 

is taking steps to address each of these areas.  

a. As discussed in Section VI.C.l above, TVA is 

conducting reviews of its nuclear procedures. These 

reviews will emphasize upgrading of TVA's nuclear 

oneration, maintenance, and surveillance procedures to 

correct documented deficiencies, incorporate 

organizational changes, and reflect plant 

modifications. In particular, these reviews will focus 

on the technical content and clarity of TVA's nuclear 

operation and surveillance procedures. TVA's long-term 

procedures upgrade program will assure that recent 

Industry and NRC concerns, such as human factors 

considerations, are properly accounted for in the 

procedures.
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fVA's nuclear management has placed increased emphasis 

on procedure compliance and will monitor for 

noncompliance. For example, supervisors who are 

responsible for work activities will be required to 

ensure that proper procedures are identified to control 

the activities and that personnel performing the work 

are required to follow the procedure or obtain an 

approved temporary change to the procedures.  

Additionally, the nuclear headquarters staff and the 

site QA manager will be directed to monitor for 

compliance with procedures when conducting their plant 

performance assessment activities. Finally, TVA's 

nuclear procedures will specify progressive 

disciplinary action to be imposed for failure to follow 

procedures.  

b. TVA has taken and is taking steps to improve its 

nuclear operator training. As discussed in Section 

IV.E.3, TVA has consolidated responsibility for nuclear 

training activities under the Director of Nuclear 

Training. Additionally, TVA has made plant-specific 

improvements in operator training. TVA continues to 

aggressively pursue INPO accreditation for nuclear 

power training programs eligible for accreditation.
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Currently, eight programs at SQN. one at WBN, and eight 

at BFN are fully accredited, leaving two at SQN. nine 

at WBN, and two at BFN to be accredited.  

Self-evaluation reports have been submitted to INPO on 

eight of the programs (four at WBN, two at BFN and two 

at SQN).  

Accreditation visits have been conducted for the two 

SQN and four WBN programs and are scheduled for the two 

BFN programs in May 1987. The remaining WBN programs 

(the three Operator Training Programs, the STA Training 

Program, and the Technical Staff and Managers Training 

Program) will be submitted after fuel load of WBN 

unit I has been completed.  

c. Finally, TVA is taking other steps to identify problems 

and improve its nuclear operation and maintenance 

activities. These steps include the following: 

The ONP headquarters organizations will have 

personnel with expertise In operations, 

maintenance, chemistry, health physics, planning, 

scheduling, and other disciplines relevant to the 

overall operation and maintenance of nuclear 

plants. These personnel will assist management
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with the development of TVA policy, goals, and 

objectives for operation and maintenance 

activities. They will also monitor implementation 

of policy through onsite assessments of plant 

programs and observation of work activities, and 

assess site performance through review of 

performance data.  

" An expanded corporate nuclear performance reporting 

system is being developed. This system will 

provide for the collection of key performance 

indicators for trending and analysis by the 

appropriate nuclear headquarters technical staff.  

* TVA will implement a system engineer program at 

each nuclear site. The system engineers will be 

responsible for monitoring system performance and 

ensuring feedback into preventive maintenance 

programs, ensuring in-depth analysis and corrective 

action for system problems.  

" As required to expedite work and focus resources, 

TYIA has established task forces. The individuals 

performing these functions have been selected from 

throughout the nuclear industry because of their
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breadth of experience and are on loan from their 

parent companies. Task forces at each site, except 

Bellefonte Nuclear Plant, have been established and 

are charged with the responsibility to verify the 

identification of problems, prioritize and evaluate 

performances of ongoing activities and initiate 

actions for resolution of known problems where 

necessary. The task force for Sequoyah Unit 2 

restart has completed its tasks and is no longer 

needed for Sequoyah restart. The task forces at 

Browns Ferry and Watts Bar continue their 

activities.  

A special Task Force for the Corrective Action 

Program has been established to ensure the 

technical sufficiency and scheduled completion of 

all work to correct problems Identified as a result 

of the Watts Bar Employee Concerns Special Program.  

The establishment of these task forces does not 

relieve line management and, in particular, the 

Site Directors of their assigned responsibilities.
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d. In sum, TVA is reviewing and upgrading Its nuclear 

operation, maintenance, and surveillance procedures, 

has placed Increased emphasi- on compliance with 

nuclear procedures, and has taken steps to Identify any 

developing problems in nuclear operations. These 

actions should help improve the safety of operation of 

TVA's nuclear plants.  

2. Improvements in Maintenance 

In recent years, TVA's nuclear plants have experienced 

problems in the area of nuclear maintenance. In April of 

1986, the Nuclear Manager's Review Group (NMRG) was 

requested to conduct a comprehensive review of corrective 

and preventive maintenance at Browns Ferry, Sequoyah, and 

Watts Bar Nuclear Plants. Review results have been 

repor:ed and corrective action responsibilities have been 

assigned. Development of corrective action plans is in 

progress.  

As recommended by the NMRC, a position has been established 

for a corporate nuclear maintenance manager, and efforts 

are in progress to hire this manager and a support staff as 

soon as possible. This manager will be responsible for 

developing and implementing improved maintenance programs 

and policies at all TVA nuclear plants. Good elements of 

current maintenance programs will be used to the extent 

practicable, but modifications will be made as necessary to 
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achieve improved programs that can be implemented uniformly 

at all nuclear sites. In general, differences in the 

programs not associated with hardware configuration will be 

minimized. Knowledgeable maintenance personnel from all 

nuclear sites will contribute to these maintenance 

!mprovement efforts under the guidance and direction of the 

corporate nuclear maintenance manager. Though each nuclear 

site will remain responsible for planning, scheduling, and 

executing its own maintenance. the corporate maintenance 

manager and his staff will be responsible for regular 

assessment of the effectiveness of site maintenance and for 

assisting site maintenance personnel with needed 

improvements. Results of the corporate nuclear maintenance 

managers' efforts will be reported regularly to the Manager 

of Nuclear Power. Significant improvements are planned in 

the following maintenance areas.  

First, improvements are being implemented in nuclear site 

preventive maintenance. These improvements will emphasize 

reducing recurring corrective maintenance, improving use of 

predictive maintenance, and adherence to established 

preventive maintenance routines. Analysis of equipment 

performance history and maintenance history, including 

reliability arid availability information from NPRDS and TVA 

sources, will be used, together with vendor recommendations, 

to develop optimum preventive maintenance routines. Common 

routines will be used at all sites, except for differences 

made necessary by the hardware configuration.  
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Second, the planning and scheduling process for nuclear 

maintenance activities is being upgraded. The full scope 

of significant maintenance activities will be defined in 

advance of performing the activity, will be coordinated 

with the appropriate organizations including operations and 

quality assurance, and will be completed and documented 

prior to closeout of the activity. This process will 

incorporate procedures to be used, identification of 

equipment needed, quality assurance requirements, and 

postmaintenance testing requirements. Where appropriate, 

checklists will be used to ensure that all applicable 

requirements are adequately addressed and that coordination 

with other organizations is performed as appropriate.  

Additionally, training of nuclear maintenance personnel is 

being upgraded at all sites. The instrument technician 

training programs at Sequoyah. Watts Bar, and Browns Ferry 

have been accredited by INPO, and accreditation is being 

aggressively pursued for the electrical and mechanical 

maintenance training programs at each of those sites.  

The self-evaluation reports for Sequoyah, Browns Ferry, and 

Watts Bar have been submitted to INPO and accreditation 

visits have been conducted for SQN and WBN, with the BFN 

accreditation visit scheduled for May 1987. This is a 

long-term program, which when fully Implemented, will 

result in a system where maintenance activities that
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require specialized skills wfll be identified and only 

those personnel evaluated as possessing the requisite 

skills will be assigned responsibility for performing the 

work.  

In addition to the craft training discussed above. planning 

and scheduling personnel will be better trained in 

execution of their responsibilities. Enhanced training for 

these personnel will be developed and Implemented as 

Improvements In the planning and scheduling process are 

made; priority will be placed on activities that have the 

potential to Impact the adequacy of safety-reiated 

activities. These Include selection of proper safety 

classifications for maintenance work and Identification of 

proper post-maintenance testing.  

In sum. TVA is establishing a corporate nuclear maintenance 

manager to centrAlize oversiqht of maintenance and has 

placed increased emphasis on adherence to approved 

procedures. TVA has taken steps to upgrade Its nuclear 

maintenance and surveillance procedures. These actions 

should contribute to safer operation of TVA's nuclear 

plants.  

3. Improvements In Welding 

Approximately 400 welding concerns have been Identified 

through the Employee Concerns Special Program at Watts Bar 
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Nuclear Plant. These concerns indicated a need for 

investigation of the adequacy of TVA's overall nuclear 

welding program.  

As is discussed in detail in TVA's letter to the NRC dated 

January 17, 1986 (Ref. 6), TVA has formed a Welding Project 

to perform such an Investigation. The Welding Project is 

composed of managers and senior engineers from the Division 

of Nuclear Engineering. Division of Nuclear Construction, 

Division of Nuclear Quality Assurance and representatives 

of nuclear corporate staff. Consultants and outside 

contractors are also being used to provide certain 

expertise and perform independent evaluations.  

The .,elding Project is utilizing a two-phase approach to 

examine welding programs at all TVA nuclear plants. The 

objectives of Phase I are to ensure that TVA welding 

requirements and specifications are correctly reflected in 

"he program for each plant and to identify and categorize 

concerns/deficiencies in each program. These objectives 

will be accomplished by (1) reviewing TVA commitments to 

NRC and verifying that TVA's welding programs reflect these 

commitments, dnd (2) assembling, identifying, and 

categorizing various indicators of the quality of welding 

(including employeg concerns), ard analyzing these 

indicators to determine their implications with respect to 

the adequacy of TVA's nuclear welding program. Following
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this analysis, the Welding Project will determine the 

adequacy of the nuclear welding program to control welding 

and identify any deficiencies in the program and to propose 

corrective actions or improvements.  

The purpose of Phase II for each plant is to evaluate the 

adequacy of implementation of TVA's nuclear welding 

procedure.., verify that the installed weldments meet 

requirements or are adequate for service, correct 

identified welding deficiencies, and implement changes to 

prevent recurrence of these deficiencies. This purpose 

will be accomplished by performing independent audits of 

nuclear welding program implementation. Additionally, the 

Welding Project will evaluate the need for reinspection of 

welds based upor' .he results of the independent audits and 

the analyses of the quality indicators in Phase I.  

Following this evaluation, reinsp-ctions of welds w'.l be 

performed if warranted. Any deficiencies identified as a 

result of the independent audits and reinspections will be 

subject to appropriate corrective action.  

The evaluations in Phases I and II will enable TVA to 

determine if the nuclear welding program and the 

safety-related welds are adequate to support operation of 

the plants. Once the plants are operationci. TVA will 

continue to rely on the QA/QC program and ins,ýrvice
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inspections to assure that a high quality welding program 

is being maintained.  

TVA is initiating appropriate changes to programs as the 

changes are identified by the welding projects at each site.  

4. Improvements in the Control of Design Changes and Plant 

Modifications 

TVA's nuclear plants have experienced problems in the area 

of controlling design changes and plant modifications. TVA 

has made several improvements in this area. These 

improvements are described below.  

As discussed in Section IV.E.2, engineering and design 

activities performed for TVA's nuclear power plants, both 

under construction and in operation, are performed under 

the centralized control of the Division of Nuclear 

Engineering ODNE). Each site is supported by an 

engineering project team headed by a project engineer 

responsible for all engineering onsite.  

Among other things, the project teamn assures that design 

changes are reviewed and approved by engineering personnel 

for compliance with technical specifications and other 

regulatory requirements and commitments.
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Additionally, responsibility for the accuracy, adequacy 

and control of all drawings and technical documents has 

been assigned to the Division of Nuclear Engineering.  

Engineering will validate the as-constructed drawings and 

control changes to them as modifications are approved and 

made in the plant configuration. By placing this 

responsibility within one organization, TVA will help 

assure that design changes and nuclear plant modifications 

receive appropriate engineering review and approval and 

that drawings and other technical documents accurately 

reflect the actual plant configuration.  

ONE is responsible for all engineering and design 

functions. It is ONE's responsibility to control the 

technical and administrative requirements for engineering 

activities. Technical direction at all sites will emanate 

fromi one source, the responsible technical blanch.  

A demonstration of how centralized responsibility can 

eliminate previous design control problems can be seen in 

respect to problems with "as-built" drawings. Previously, 

there were two sets of drawings applicable to plant 

systems, the "as-designed' drawing which represented 

engineering's efforts and the "as-constructed" drawing 

which represented construction/ modification effort. With 

dual engineering responsibility, the two drawings were not 

always reconciled when the work was complete. With
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centralized responsibility, ONE has sole responsibility for 

the engineering integrity and accuracy of drawings. This 

results in one set of drawings accurately reflecting the 

plant configuration and reconciled with engineering 

requirements through a controlled design process.  

For plant modifications, the centralization of engineering 

responsibility improves the accuracy of plant documentation 

by utilizing consolidated plant modification packages.  

F. Continuing Evaluations 

TVA has evaluated the various elements of its nuclear program 

and has Identified fundamental problems. The short- and 

long-term improvements to be made in its nuclear management 

systems and programs are described herein. These improvements 

are being incorporated into the ONP Policies and Directives 

which wilt define plans, programs, and procedures needed for 

implementation. As the ONP proceeds with the implementation 

phase of the Nuclear Performance Plan, further Improvements to 

these programs may be identified. It is expected that the NMRG 

reviews and audits such as the INPO audit conducted for the TVA 

Board, will provide a measure of the effectiveness of TVA's 

programs and guide evaluations for possible future 

improvements. TVA will keep the NRC informed of any 

significant developments in this area.
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TABLE 3 

OUTSIDEI ADVISORS FOR NUCI.EAR SAFETY REVIEV' BOARDS

5*-O').! NUC'EAR Pl A'V

Director, International Technologies: Head of Health Physics, Pre'ident's Coamission on TMI 

Accident Investiqation 

Executive Vice President. Structural Integrity Associates 

Retirr d: Former Director. I&C For Admiral Rickover 

Retired: Former Vice President and Chief Engineer, General Electric 

Dist'nguished Professor, University of Tennessee: Distinguished Scientist, Oak Ridge National 
.L buratory: Former Vice President, Florida Power and Light: Former Dean of Engineeriig. University 
ot Florida

.ATIS BAN N•JCLEAR PLANT

4. r. rami 1 ton 

J. E. ild I e rafd.  

M. Levenson 

w. F. wiVacn t 

Vacant

Retired: Former General Manager. Westinghouse - Bettis 

Director. Industrial Safety and Environmental Control, GPU Nuclear 

Executive Engineer, Bechtel International 

ketired: Former Department Head, Nuc'ear Engineering, Penni-ylvania State: found NUS Corporation 

Utility

BýOwNS FERRY NUCLEAR r-LANT

S. Armijo 

S. Bohl 

S. Boyer 

S. Humphrey 

E. Miles

Manager, Nuclear Systems Technology Operation, General Electric 

Manager, Quality Assurance, General Electric 

Retired, Former Senior Vice President, Philadelphia Electric 

Retired: Naval Reactors, Manager Reactor Facilities and Shipyards 

BETA, Former Associate Director of Nuclear Technology. Naval Reactors
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VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REVISED CORPORATE NUCLEAR PER-ORRANCr PL.AN 

TVA has already implemented many of the improvements described in 

this revised Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan. and many other 

improvements will be Implemented with!n a short period of time.  

Moreover, before TVA operates any of Its nuclear plants, it will 

implement thcse improvements which are essential for TVA to assure 

effective management of its nuclear activities.  

The improvements which TVA considers essential for the effective 

management of its nuclear activities dre as follows: 

Installinq a new senior nuclear management workforce - This 

Improvement is essentially complete. Although TVA expects that 

a few additional changes will be made in its middle-level and 

senior nuclear managers, the central core of TVA's new senior 

management is in place and is sufficient to provide the 

necessary leadership and direction for TVA's nuclear program.  

Restructuring of TVA's nuclear organization - TVA's nuclear 

organization has been restructured and the responsibility and 

authority for management of all of its nuclear activities has 

been centralized in the Office of Nuclear Power. The new ONP 

organization was approved on May 23, 1986 establishing the 

structure for the Office of Nuclear Power.
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Position Descriptions have been developed and the lower tiers 

of the organization are being finalized. Although some minor 

realignments may occur after this time, they will not affect 

TVA's ability to establish clear lines of authority and 

responsibility and to provide centralized direction and control 

of its nuclear activities.  

Establishing the TVA Office of Nuclear Power Employee Concern 

Prga- This program has been implemented.  

In addition to the above actions, TVA has, as a part of its 

evaluations, listed the commitments that have been made in this 

Volume 1. In so doing, it has classified each as to whether it is 

an ongoing activity (0). a program or activity that must be 

complete prior to restart of Sequoyah (R), or a long-term program 

(L) that will be completed as this Nuclear Performance Plan is 

implemented. This listing is set forth in Appendix 8 together with 

TVA's current appraisal of progress on the item as it relates to 

those portions of the activities or efforts applicable to the 

restart of Sequoyah. Further specific actions will be identified 

in the plant-specific Nuclear Performance Plans or in other 

submissions to the NRC. TVA will implement these actions 

expeditiously in order to further increase the effectiveness of its 

management.
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

TVA has taken several steps to improve the management of its 

nuclear Drogram and to restore employee confidence in TVA's 

management. These steps include (1) installing a new experienced 

senior nuclear management workforce to provide leadership and 

direction for TVA's nuclear activities, (2) restructuring TVA's 

nuclear organization to provide clear lines of authority and 

responsibility and provide centralized management of TVA's nuclear 

program, (3) establishing an Employee Concern Program to identify 

and resolve emplo~yee concerns regarding TVA's nuclear activities, 

and (4) taking various actions to improve TVA's nuclear management 

programs, such as establishing a Corporate Commitment Tracking 

System, upgrading the corrective action program to provide for 

timely .ind effective corrective action, and providing centralized 

planning, scheduling, and budgeting. Additionally, TVA is 

continuing to evaluate specific elements of its nuclear program to 

determine whether further improvements can be made. As a result 

of this process, TVA will have taken significant action to address 

the root cause of the problems in TVA's nuclear program and to 

assure that TVA's plants can be safely operated.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING, dated January 7, 1987, is 
between the Board of Directors of the Tennessee Valley Authority, having 
a principal place of business at 400 West Summit Hill Drive, Knoxville, 
Tennessee 37902 (TVA), and STEMAR Corporation, 119 Chestnut Ridge Road, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901 (STEMAR).  

WHEREAS the Board of Directors has created the Office of Nuclear 
Power to perform the activities relating to the TVA nuclear power 
program, and TVA has entered into an agreement on this same date with 
STEMAR (the Management Services Agreement) to provide 'or the services of 
a senior manager to serve as Manager of Nuclear Power. and 

WHEREAS STEMAR will provide an individual to serve as said 
senior manager (Senior Manager); and 

WHEREAS the Board of Directors has estdablshed and STEMAR has 
accepted as the objectives ,f this arrangement to provide TVA with 
management capability so that at the end of the term of this arrangement 
TVA's nuclear power program will be improved and TVW. will have enhanced 
capability to manage the program with permanent TVA personnel; and 

WHEREAS the parties desire to confirm their agreements 
concerning the manner in which the position of Manager of Nuclear Power 
shall be filled and the authority and responsibilities associated with 
said position; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows: 

1. TVA has entered into the Management Services Agreement with 
STEMAR pursuant to which the services cf the Sen~or Manager are made 
,vailable to TVA, and the Senior Manager is designated to fill the 
position of Manager of Nuclear Power.  

2. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Memorandum 
of Understanding, it is aqreed that all of the Manager of Nuclear Power's 
obligations, duties, responsbillities, and activities hereunder shall be 
undertaken and performed in accordance with and suýiect to the Guidelines 
for Senior Manager (STEMAR), attached to the Management Services 
Agreement and incorr -ated herein by reference as it fully set forth, as 
they may be modified trom *ime to time by TVA; provided, however, that if 
in the reasonable opinion of STEMAR such changes woLld significantly
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impair the Senior Manager's ability to carry out his/her responsibility 
hereunder, STEMAR may immediately terminate the Management Services 
Agreement. STEMAR represents that all arrangements, direct or indirect.  
between and among STEMAR and the Senior Manager with Basic Energy 
Technology Associates, Inc., and Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation, 
have been severed, including, but not limited to, arrangements relating 
to compensation or to employment after completion of services hereunder.  
STEMAR further represents that neither It nor the Senior Manager has, nor 
will have duriiq the term of this Memorandum of Understanding, any finan
cial relationship with any contractor providing equipment or services to 
the Office of Nuclear Power. It is further agreed that the Manager of 
Nuclear Power shali Implement the Guidelines for Loaned Employees Filling 
Line Management Positions and the Guidelines for Advisors (both of which 
guidelines are attached to the Management Services Agreement and are 
incorporated herein by reference as if fully set forth) in all contracts 
under the Manager of Nuclear Power's authority that call for the use of 
Advisors or Loaned Employees.  

3. The Manager of Nuclear Power will have direct authority a.,d 
responsibility for the management, control, and sup,. vision of TVA's 
entire nuclear power program, including, but not limited to, the design, 
con 'uction, maintenance, and operation of all existing or planned TVA 
nuclear power plants. The Manager of Nuclear Power shall have the 
authority to establish management and operating policies and procedures 
related to TVA's nuclear power program. The Manager of Nuclear Power 
shall also have the authority to hire, remove, assign, reassign, or 
irect any personnel supplied by outside contractors, and, subject to the 

approval of the Board of Directors with respect to senior levei TVA 
managers in accordance with existing reservation of authorities by the 
TVA Board, any TVA personnel engaged in nuclear power program activities 
as he may deem necessary or desirable to implement such policies or 
procedures. Recognizing that the nuclear power program is an essential 
part of an integrated power system and TVA's regional agency efforts, the 
Manager of Nuclear Power shall coordinate the activities and funct!ons of 
the Office of Nuc!ear Power with those of other TVA offices. The Manager 
of Nuclear Power shall be responsible for all personnel, planning, sched
uling, regulatory, licenrsin;, engineering, construction, ope, onal, 
quility assurance, training, maintenance, and other technical or 
.jministrat've matters relating to the TVA nuclear power program and 
shall hdve the authority to :-eview .rnd approve, and subject to the 
approval of the General Manage, and the Boaid of Directors, redirect 
and/or restructure the act'vities &nd functions of any existing TVA 
office In these areas nsofai as they pertain to the nuzlear power 
program. The Manager of Nuclear Power shall be TVA's principal spokes
person on public information matters, using TVA's Informi. on Office to 
facilitate the dissemination of information to the public in keep'ng with 
TVA's existing policies of providing information to the public openly, 
promptly, an, accurately on all nuclear power matters. The Manager of 
Nuclear Power shall be he primary line nanager with responsibility to 
determine the need for, requisition, technically evaluate, and receive
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all materials and services required for the nuclear power program. The 
Division of Purchasing, which is a TVA service organization, will 
continue to serve the Office of Nuclear Power on all such matters; but 
upon review, the Manager of Kuclear Power shall lave tte authority, with 
the approval of the General Manager and Board of Directors, to redirect 
and/or restructure the activities and funct'ons of that division as they 
pertain to the nuclear power program, fhe Manager of Nuclear Power shall 
have direct responsIbility for providing nuclear power program budget and 
finasicial information to tne General Manager and Board and for developing 
and recommending nuclep- Lower program budgets for Board approval. The 
Manager of Nuclear .,wer 17 authortzeo aid Jirected to cooperate fully 
with the United Statf Nucltr Regulatory Commission and any other agency 
or entity, governmental ýr otherwise, with jurisdiction over or interest 
in TVA's nuclear power pro'ra. to assure the safe, reliable and ef dcent 
design, construction, operation, and roalntenance cf TVA's nuclear 
facilities, and snail be responsibie for all aspects of TVA's relations 
with such agencies and entities.  

4. The Manager of Nuclear Power shall have direct access to 
the TVA Board of Directors and shaHl report directly to the General 
Manager and the Board of Directors. The Manager of Nuclear Power may be 
removed only by the Board of Directors. With the exception of the 
Inspector General. General Counsel, and Designated Agency Ethics Official 
functions, all internal TVA activities or functions and/or outside 
contractors currently reporting to the TVA Board with respect to the TVA 
nLiear power program shall report to the Manager of Nuclear Power. The 
Man-,ai of Nucler Power shall be authorized to contract for such 
pe onne) services as he shall deem necessary to support the TVA nuclear 
power program or the functons of the Office of Nuclear Power. In 
addition to the specific powers described herein, the Manager of Nuclear 
Power is authorized to undertake or have the appropriate TVA office or 
cutside contractor(s) undertake, such studies, activities, or programs as 
he deems necessary to improve the safety, iellability, or efficiency of 
TVA nuclear facilities and to take any other actions that he deems 
necessary or appropriate to Improve the effectiveness of tne overall 
management of TVA's nuclear power program and carry out the purposes of 
this Memorandum of Understanding.  

5. TVA shall provide the Manager of Nuclear Power with all of 
the technical, managerial, administrative, and clerical support staff, 
office space, office services, equipment, transportation, and other 
resources and support services which said manager deems necessary or 
appropriate to carry out the function of his office.  

6. The foregoing authorities and responsibilities of the 
Manager of Nuclear Power shall be subject to the reservations of 
authority in the TVA Code tr ' - General Manager and the Board of 
Directors. As Manager of NUL.AI Power, the Senior Manager will be 
subject to all applicable TVA rules and procedures covering TVA 
employees, including specifically the regulations and other requirements 
on employee conduct, conflicts, and ethics.
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7. In discharging and exercising the respcnsibillties and 
authority provided for herein, the Manager of Nuclear Power shall, to the 
maximum extent practicable and consistent with said responslilities, 
utilize TVA organizations, systems, facilities, and service capabilities.  

8. The parties understand and agree that the contractual 
aspects of the relationship between TVA and the Manager of Nuclear Power 
shall be governed by the terms and conditions set forth in the Management 
Services Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, STEMAR and, with the approval 
direction of the BoarJ of Directors. TVA's General Manager 
this Memorandum of Understanding to be ACCEPTED AND AGREED 
date first above written.

Original signed W. F. Willis 
General Manager 
Tennessee Valley Authority

and at the 
have caused 
TO as of the

Original signed Steven A. White 
President 
STEMAR Corporation

Approved by the individual 
members of the TVA Board: 

OrQignal signed C. H. Dean 1/6/87 

Original signed John B. Waters 1/6/87
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APPENDIX 4

RESUMES OF TVA'S KEY SENIOR

NUCLEAR MANAGERS
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INDEX TO RESUMES

TVA Managers Name Page

Deputy Manager of Nuclear Power 
Deputy Manager of Nuclear Power 
Director, Nuclear Services 
Director, Nuclear Training 
Director, Nuclear Engineering 
Director, Nuclear Construction/Project 

Manager WBNP 
Site Dir=ctor/Project Manager, BLN 
Site Director, SQN 
Assistant to the Manager of Nu. Lear Power 
Manager, Nuclear Personnel 
Chairman, Nuclear Safety Review Boards 
Manager. Employee Concern Program 
Manager, Planning ano Financial Staff 
Special Assistant to the Manager of 

Nuclear Power 
Manager, Nuclear Power Information Staff 
Manager. Employee Concern Task Group 
Manager, Management Training

Mason 
Fox, Jr.  
McAnally 
Johnson 
Kirkebo 

Pedde 
Darling 
Abercrombie 
Jackson 
Taylor 
Hannum 
S~iger 
Fisher 

Jenkins 
Ayers 
Brown, Jr.  
Blackburn

Loaned Managers

Director, Nuclear Quality Assurance 
Director, Nuclear Safety and Licensing 
Site Director, BFN 
Site Director, WBN 
Director, Nuclear Manager's Review Group

C. Kazanas 
L. Gridley 
P. Pomrehn 
Toto 
K. Seiberling
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DEPUTY MANAGER 
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR POWER 

CHARLES C. MASON

WORK EXPERIENCE 

DEC 86 - PRESENT 

OCT 86 - DEC 86 

FEB 86 - OCT 86 

OCT 85 - FEB 86 

AUG 84 - OCT 85

- AUG 

- APR 

- SEP

JUL 76 - FEB 80 

NOV 69 - JUL 76 

SEP 67 - NOV 69

- JUL 

- AUG 

- AUG

DEPUTY MANAGER, ONP. TVA. CHATTANOOGA 

ACTING MANAGER, OFFICE OF NUCLEAR POWER, TVA, 
CHATTANOOGA 

DEPUTY MANAGER, OFFICE OF NUCLEAR POWER, TVA, 
CHATTANOOGA 

DEPUTY MANAGER, (MANAGER. NUCLEAR OPERATIONS).  
POWER AND ENGINEERING (NUCLEAR), TVA, 
CHAT TANOOGA 

DIRECTOR, NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, AND SITE 
DIRECTOR. KANSAS GAS & ELECTRIC LIGHT, WOLF 
CREEK GENERATING STATION, BURLINGTON, KANSAS 

SITE DIRECTOR, TVA, SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT 

PLANT MANAGER, SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT, TVA 

POWER PLANT SUPERINTENDENT. TVA, WATTS BAR 
NUCLEAR PLANT 

ASSISTANT POWER PLANT SUPERINTENDENT. TVA, 
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT 

POWER PLANT RESULTS SUPERVISOR. SEQUOYAH 
NUCLEAR PLANT, TVA 

NUCLEAR ENGINEER (PROGRESSIVE ADVANCEMENTS), 
DIVISIG, OF POWER PRODUCTION, TVA, CHATTANOOGA 

tG.S. NAVY RESERVE, CAPTAIN (RETIRED) 

U.S. NAVY, ACTIVE DUTY. LIEUTENANT 

U.S. NAVY ADVANCED NUCLEAR POWER SCHOOL AND 
SUBMARINE SCHOOL
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E9UCAT ION

1960 B.A. CHEMISTRY, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS 

o DIRECTED THE DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION. AND OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES THAT 
RESULTED IN THE LICENSING AND COMMERCIAL OPERATION OF THE WOLF CREEK 
GENERATING STATION.  

o MANAGED SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT AS PLANT MANAGER AND SITE DIRECTOR 
FROM 1981 THROUGH 1984. THIS PERIOD INCLUDED THE FINAL 
PREOPERATIONAL TESTING, STARTUP TESTING, AND COMMERCIAL OPERATION OF 
UNITS 1 AND 2.  

o SERVED AS PLANT MANAGER OF WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT DURING INITIAL 
OPERATIONAL STAFFING AND EARLY PREOPERATIONAL TESTING.  

o AS NAVAL RESERVE OFFICER. HELD POSITIONS OF INCREASING 
RESPONSIBILITY INCLUDING COMMAND OF THREE DIFFERENT UNITS BEFORE 
RETIRING WITH THE RANK OF CAPTAIN.




